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DIETER REITER
Lord Mayor of Munich

DR. REINHARD PFEIFFER
Deputy CEO of Messe München

Architecture meets us everywhere. It shapes the face of a city and creates identity,
especially because we like to argue about it often and gladly. A great opportunity
to get to know Munich‘s architecture from another angle is the „Long Night of
Architecture“, where you can explore the inner life of our city‘s architectural showpieces and gain new and unfamiliar insights into our built environment.

This year, the „Long Night of Architecture“ takes place for the fifth time already – a
small anniversary. We are very proud of it, all the more because it was in no way sure
that the event would strike such a significant chord with city’s citizens.
When the idea was born and we launched the first Long Night in 2011, we were
altogether skeptical. Would the topic of architecture, which can be quite challenging
and strenuous, capture the attention of Munich’s citizens? Would they go out in a
cold January night in order to explore their constructed environment?

The „Long Night of Architecture“ taking place for the fifth time has since become
a crowd puller: last time, two years ago more than 30,000 people wanted to experience Munich‘s most beautiful and interesting buildings in their nightly glow.
And I am sure that on 18 January 2019, many will make a nightly foray through
Munich‘s architectural world.

Today, we know better: the Long Night of Architecture has been a success story
virtually from the outset. Every two years, thousands of architecture fans let themselves be fascinated by Munich’s most beautiful and interesting buildings.

The Long Night shows that Munich has a lot to offer in terms of architecture.
Not only the Old Town and the Olympic Park offer spectacular landmarks, there
are numerous architectural gems that deserve to be discovered and appreciated.

Thus, our idea bore fruit, namely to bring the topic of architecture from the exhibition halls to the city and to make it accessible not only for a trade audience composed of planners, architects and engineers, but also for the population at large. We
wanted to build a bridge from BAU, the World’s Leading Trade Fair for Architecture,
Materials and Systems, to the city of Munich with its constructed environment! And
we have been successful!

Thus, the „Long Night of Architecture“ also creates the perfect bridge to BAU 2019,
the world‘s leading trade fair for architecture which is taking place in the same
week. Therefore, I am proud to again act as patron of this event. I wish the organizers every success in their efforts and I hope all the visitors will have an uplifting
and enjoyable night-time encounter with Munich´s most exciting buildings!

Today, the Long Night of Architecture is a firm component in the city’s event calendar. I should like to extend my grateful thanks to those responsible for the City of
Munich and the Free State of Bavaria for the good collaboration, and I am sure that
the Long Night will attract thousands of people to the streets this time again.
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General
Information

GENERAL INFORMATION:

Subscribe to our WhatsApp Channel for short-term
changes on the day of the event. For further information
please visit: whatsapp.lnda.de/en
or
www.facebook.com/LangeNachtderArchitektur

Apart from one exception (Olympic Park p. 52, 4.00 EUR per person), the
Long Night of Architecture – including the bus shuttle – is free of charge.
You can visit the locations by using either our shuttle busses or public
transport. Participation in the event is at one’s own risk.

PLEASE TAKE NOTE OF THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION:
Booking is necessary for:
Brainlab am Tower Riem

(S. 40)

Großmarkthallen Munich

(S. 46)

KARE Kraftwerk

(S. 48)

Olympic Park

(S. 52)

Palais an der Oper

(S. 26)

IMPRINT:

The buildings participating are responsible for the content of the
program. The organizer and the buildings involved reserve the right
to make changes.

EDITOR:

Messe München GmbH
Messegelände
Phone: (+49 89) 949 20720
81823 Munich
Fax: (+49 89) 949 20729

Please have an official photo ID available for the security check.

NAMES OF THE AUTHORISED REPRESENTATIVES:

INFORMATION ABOUT OUR BUS ROUTES:
- Our shuttle busses are free of charge for you
- The stops are called at every 15 minutes – sequence as in the table
of contents, see from page 8
- The principle “hop on – hop off” applies – you can get on or off at
any stop
- The central point for the busses is Odeonsplatz. The following seven
bus routes start from here from 19:00 pm to midnight:
Red (No. 1), Blue (No. 2), Olive (No. 3), Orange (No. 4), Purple (No. 5),
Yellow (No. 6), Petrol (No. 7)
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Content

GUIDED TOURS

WALKWAY (CITY - VIEWING BY YOUR OWN)

The Long Night of Architecture 2019 offers three within walking
distance guided tours. The number of participants is limited to
30 people.

1. AIT / MUCA

20

2. Architekturgalerie

20

3. Architekturgalerie im BUNKER

21

Please register in advance via www.lnda.de/en

4. Büroräume Oliv Architekten

21

5. DB Infocenter 2. Stammstrecke

22

Meeting points will be announced after registration.

6. CityQuartier FÜNF HÖFE

22

7. Haus der Bayerischen Landkreise

23

8. Hofstatt

23

9. St. Lukas Church

24

10. St. Markus

24

11. Lokalbaukommission

25

12. NS-Dokumentationszentrum

25

13. Palais an der Oper

26

14. Presseclub Munich e.V.

26

15. Rathausgalerie

27

16. Schotten & Hansen Showroom – Ludwigspalais

27

17. Siemens Headquarters

28

18. Staatliches Museum Ägyptischer Kunst

28

19. Vitsoe

29

1. Tradition vs. Modernity – Important Reforms of
Munich’s Historic District

13

2. Walking Tour of the Inner City – Innovative
Transportation Concepts

15

3. Construction Culture and Art Appreciation –
The Art District

17

Please find the complete building overview on page 54 and 55.
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ROUTE 1 RED (ROUND TRIP)

ROUTE 4 ORANGE (ROUND TRIP)

1. Steelcase

34

15. CSMM - architecture matters

42

2. Smartvillage
3. ADAC Zentrale

34

16. absolutely upside east®

42

35

17. Gasteig

43

4. New Apostolic Church Laim

35

18. Werk12

43

ROUTE 2 BLUE (ROUND TRIP)

ROUTE 5 PURPLE (ROUND TRIP)

5. Vorhoelzer Forum

36

19. Staatstheater am Gärtnerplatz

46

6. Student residence Agnes-/Adelheidstraße

36

20. Großmarkthallen Munich

46

7. Ingo Maurer Showroom

37

21. GravityLab

47

8. Akademie der Bildenden Künste

37

22. DynamicMarkets GmbH

47

9. Das OSKAR

38

23. KARE Kraftwerk

48

24. Das OSKAR

48

ROUTE 3 OLIVE (ROUND TRIP)

ROUTE 6 YELLOW / AD MAGAZIN (ROUND TRIP)

10. Monacensia im Hildebrandhaus

38

25. SKYGARDEN Arnulfpark

49

11. pro aurum

39

26. NOVE by Citterio

49

12. Ambright

39

27. Haus der Architektur

50

13. MMG Photovoltaik Roof

40

28. Church of the Sacred Heart

50

14. Brainlab am Tower Riem

40

29. DAS OSKAR

51

Please find the complete building overview on page 54 and 55.

Please find the complete building overview on page 54 and 55.
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52

31. Microsoft Deutschland GmbH

52

32. OSRAM

53

33. Showpalast Munich

53
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Guided
Tours

1. GUIDED TOUR 1 (4x)
TRADITION VS. MODERNITY – IMPORTANT REFORMS
OF MUNICH’S HISTORIC DISTRICT
Starting Time: 18:00 h, 18:45 h, 19:30 h, 20:15 h
Munich’s historic district is still mostly identical to its historic municipal
origin of 1158. But several new high-class constructions and restorations
show a transformation within the city’s image. The awareness for the
necessity of reform is growing, offering an interesting base for discussions
on many levels.
Tour 1 will show the importance of an exchange between architecture and
art within the heart of the city.
Stop 1:
Stop 2:
Stop 3:
Stop 4:
Stop 5:
Stop 6:
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Jewish Center
Officebuilding Oberanger, Staab Architekten
Hofstatt, Meili Peter Architekten
MUCA museum of urban and contemporary art
AIT – Architektur Salon
Donisl, Hild and K Architekten
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Guided
Tours

2. GUIDED TOUR 2 (3x)
WALKING TOUR OF THE INNER CITY – INNOVATIVE
TRANSPORTATION CONCEPTS
Starting Time: 18:00 h, 19:00 h, 20:00 h
The ever-growing population of Munich demands a consistent area management. The few open spaces within the inner city have to be used efficiently.
The project “Perspektive Munich” pursues missions such as the opening of
ground floor arcades. The extension of the pedestrian precinct also offers
relief options.
Tour 2 will offer many insights into innovative projects concerned with the
organization of transportation within the city.
Stop 1: Marienplatz, Development and Extension of the pedestrian
precinct of Munich
Stop 2: Sperrengeschoss Marienplatz, Allmann Sattler Wappner
Architekten with Ingo Maurer Lichtdesign, Munich
Stop 3: Marienhof, Infocenter 2. Stammstrecke (internal tour)
Stop 4: Palais an der Oper, Hilmer & Sattler and Albrecht, Munich
Stop 5: Parkhaus Thomas Wimmer Ring, Steidle Architekten with
Stefanie Jühling Landscape architect
(Speech at WÖHR + BAUER)

14
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Guided
Tours

3. GUIDED TOUR 3 (4x)
CONSTRUCTION CULTURE AND ART APPRECIATION –
THE ART DISTRICT
Starting Time: 18:00 h, 18:45 h, 19:30 h, 20:15 h
Munich’s art district ist situated within the heart of the city. It is one of
Germany’s most important cultural locations with its 16 museums and art
galleries and six academies.
Every visitor will experience a unique mix of art, culture and academics
within just 500 square meters.
Stop 1: NS Dokumentationszentrum,
Georg Scheel Wetzel Architekten
Stop 2: Egyptian Museum, Peter Böhm Architekten
Stop 3: Thiersch Tower of TUM – Refurbishment Architekten
Schmidt-Schicketanz und Partner GmbH, Munich (Indoor tour)
Stop 4: Gallery Architekturgalerie Munich

16

17

Overview walkway –
viewing by your own
19
2

WALKWAY - VIEWING BY YOUR OWN:
1. AIT / MUCA
2. Architekturgalerie
3. Architekturgalerie im BUNKER
4. Büroräume Oliv Architekten
5. DB Infocenter 2. Stammstrecke
6. CityQuartier FÜNF HÖFE
7. Haus der Bayerischen Landkreise
8. Hofstatt
9. St. Lukas Church
10. St. Markus
11. Lokalbaukommission
12. NS-Dokumentationszentrum
13. Palais an der Oper
14. Presseclub Munich e.V.
15. Rathausgalerie
16. Schotten & Hansen Showroom – Ludwigspalais
17. Siemens Headquarters
18. Staatliches Museum Ägyptischer Kunst
19. Vitsoe
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Walkway

3. Architekturgalerie im
BUNKER
Blumenstr. 22
80331 Munich

U1-U8 Stachus / Marienplatz
Stachus, Marienplatz
Tram 16 - 19, 27, 28 Sendlinger Tor

U1, U2, U3, U6 Sendlinger Tor
Marienplatz

DESCRIPTION: The AIT-ArchitekturSalon reopened in May 2017 at its new location in
the heart of Munich‘s old town as an exhibition space and platform for architecture, interior design and design. On an area of around 2,000 square meters, the former substation
on Hotterstraße is also home to the Museum of Urban and Contemporary Art (MUCA)
and the MURAL restaurant, which is characterized by its relaxed street art atmosphere.

DESCRIPTION: The bunker in Munich‘s old town will become a center for architecture,
city and design. With temporary exhibitions on current national and international
themes, a permanent exhibition on Munich‘s urban development and a city model, it
will become a platform for public discourse on building culture. The Architekturgalerie
München creates a place that is open to good ideas, an experimental field for creative
minds, a meeting place for interested people from all over the world. Until the necessary
conversion begins, we will already be temporarily using the bunker for events, installations and exhibitions.
PROGRAM: The building is open for the Long Night of Architecture and shows positions
of young architecture in Munich with the exhibition THE NEXT POSSIBLE CITY.

PROGRAM: With the exhibition „MÄRKLINMODERNE. From construction to kit and
back“, the AIT-ArchitekturSalon shows selected model kits of post-war modernism in
their original form and juxtaposes them with their architectural models through largeformat photographs.

2. Architekturgalerie
Türkenstraße 30
80333 Munich

Partly

U3, U6 Universität
Bus 100 Maxvorstadt / Sammlung
Brandhorst
Tram 27 Pinakotheken

Architects:
Oliv Architekten

Architects:
LBGO Architects

1. AIT/MUCA
Hotterstr. 12 / Basement
80331 Munich

DESCRIPTION: The Architekturgalerie Munich informs with exhibitions and discussions
about current national and international developments in architecture, urban and landscape design. PROGRAM: NIKKEN SEKKEI - EXPERIENCE, INTEGRATED
The Architekturgalerie Munich presents the first solo exhibition of Nikken Sekkei, the oldest architecture office in Japan and with more than 2500 employees, one of the largest
in the world. The exhibition shows the working methods of the Japanese architecture
office. Since its foundation in 1900, Nikken Sekkei has realized more than 25,000 projects in 50 countries. Under the dictum „EXPERIENCE, INTEGRATED“, they are breaking
new ground in environmentally friendly design to create meaningful living spaces for
people and communities around the world.
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4. Büroräume
Oliv Architekten
Prannerstraße 11
80333 Munich
U5 Karlsplatz
Karlsplatz
Tram 19 Theatinerstraße
DESCRIPTION: The building, reconstructed in 1947, goes through an extensive renovation, including the replacement of the technical equipment. Oliv Architekten redesigns
the two lower levels and turns the former administrative spaces of a bank into contemporary office spaces. The new interiors are defined by dark wooden floors, raw steel
and glas. Exposed ceilings are setting the scene for the historical iron columns. Oliv
Architekten focuses on the revitalization of existing buildings. New utilization concepts,
architectural restructuring and exciting interior design are reviving “lost spaces” under
the guiding idea of “Refining Architecture“.
PROGRAM: Please enjoy a drink at the historical Oliv Bar, take a stroll through our
spaces and take an insight into our work.
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5. DB Infocenter
2. Stammstrecke
North side city hall
Landschaftstraße 7
80331 Munich
U3, U6 Marienplatz
Marienplatz
Tram 19 Theatinerstraße

Architects:
MORPHO-LOGIC

Architects: Ingineers of second
core S-Bahn route

Walkway

6. CityQuartier FÜNF HÖFE
Theatinerstr. 15
80333 Munich

DESCRIPTION: An administration building with the look of an embassy. The 71 administrative districts in Bavaria together form the Bayerischer Landkreistag, which has
the aim of promoting rural development. Until recently their Munich base had a rather
formal, anonymous travertine façade from the 1950s, slotted unobtrusively between
adjacent buildings. Now, this same building boasts a new self-confidence: it is resplendent with a new façade with white shimmering tiles, reflecting light and taking up the
green of nearby trees. Stylish, sharply contoured letters spell out the name: “Haus der
bayerischen Landkreise”.
PROGRAM: Exhibition and guided tours available for visitors.

Architects:
Architekturbüro Meili Peter

Architects: Architect-Office
Herzog & de Meuron

DESCRIPTION: The Info Center 2. Stammstrecke Munich was opened on the occasion of
the construction start of the second core S-Bahn route through Munich in April 2017.
Located directly on the construction site at the Marienhof, it offers a digital exhibition about the large-scale infrastructure project and great view of the progress of the
newly-developing, underground S-Bahn station Marienhof.
PROGRAM: Take on different roles to explore the 2. Stammstrecke digitally. Discover
through our VR glasses the three new underground stations Hauptbahnhof, Marienhof
and Ostbahnhof.
On the occasion of the Long Night of Architecture, experts will give an insight into the
special architectural features of the information center and the major project in general.

U3, U6 Marienplatz/ Odeonsplatz
Marienplatz
DESCRIPTION: The CityQuartier FÜNF HÖFE is an ensemble of passages and courtyards
that unites stores and restaurants, offices, living spaces and medical practices as well
as the Kunsthalle München. The Basel architectural firm Herzog & de Meuron created an
exciting symbiosis of landmarked buildings, modern architecture and art in construction. A characteristic feature of the CityQuartier are the Hanging Gardens by Tita Giese,
the „Sphere“ by Ólafur Eliasson that fills the Viscardihof and the Promenade Passage
with its glass sequin mosaic. Interesting details: the staircases and logos as well as
the „verbal landscapes“ embedded in the floor are designed by Rémy Zaugg, the landscape and city photos were reproduced on floor slabs by Thomas Ruff. The FÜNF HÖFE
received the 2001 BDA Prize Bavaria.
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7. Haus der Bayerischen
Landkreise
Kardinal-Döpfner Straße 8
80333 Munich
U3-U6 Odeonsplatz
Marienplatz
Bus 100, 153, N40, N41,
N45 Odeonsplatz

8. HOFSTATT
Sendlinger Straße 10
80331 Munich
U3, U6 Marienplatz
U1-U3, U6 Sendlinger Tor

DESCRIPTION: Just a stone´s throw away from Marienplatz is HOFSTATT, a new city
block opened in spring 2013. For decades the premises of the Süddeutsche Zeitung
and the Abendzeitung stood on this site. The Swiss architects Meili Peter have achieved
a successful mix of old and new here: the listed historic building in combination with
a characteristic new structure with modern glass facades and an organic language of
forms.
PROGRAM: Guided tours start at 19:00, 20:00 and 21:00. The meeting point is the
entrance at Sendlinger Strasse 10. (Tours last approx. 45 to 60 minutes, max. 30 people
per tour.)
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9. St. Lukas Church
Mariannenplatz 3
80538 Munich

11. Lokalbaukommission
Blumenstraße 19
80331 Munich

U4, U5 Lehel
Isartor
Tram 18 Mariannenplatz

U1, U2, U7 Fraunhoferstraße
U1, U2, U3, U6, U7 Sendlinger Tor
Bus 52, 152 Blumenstraße
Tram 16, 17, 18 Müllerstraße

DESCRIPTION: St. Lukas was constructed in the late 19th century as an architectural
statement of Protestantism in the then predominantly Catholic city of Munich. Today
the building—which houses one of the most important romantic organs in southern
Germany—presents itself in an area of tension between public life and church community. The tradition of the Protestant conception of space engages in dialog with the
experimental and innovative ideas of a contemporary city church.

DESCRIPTION: Guided tour of the central registry at the local building commission.
Over 300,000 construction files are available in the archives of the local building commission. They date back to the 19th century. There is a building act for each existing
building, ever approved in Munich. In 2017, there were approximately 10,763 views.
Experts in the local building commission explain the technical procedures and peculiarities of the file storage as well as the possibilities of file inspection.

PROGRAM: An interplay of space, light and sound unfolds. The program is supplemented by information on the architecture of times past and ideas for a new interior design.

PROGRAM: Guided tour of the Central Registry.

10. St. Markus
Gabelsbergerstraße 6
80333 Munich
U5, U6 Odeonsplatz
Bus 58, 100 Oskar-von-Miller-Ring
Tram 27, 28 Karolinenplatz/
Pinakotheken
DESCRIPTION: Built in 1873-1877 in a neo-Gothic style, St. Mark‘s was redesigned and
changed substantially after having suffered severe war damages: between 1954 and
1957, the exterior was supplemented with a rectangular main body around the choir
space, a new tower and two cubes with staircases on the left and right hand side of the
main portal. From 2007-2009, St. Mark‘s was given a towerlike extension in front of the
northern facade by the hand of architect E. Wimmer. In the interior of the church, new
seating arrangements allow new ways of using the inner space. Through pieces by artist
B. Bergmann, St. Mark‘s now stands out as a sacral space filled with an atmosphere of
light and spiritual width.
PROGRAM: Guided tours of the church from 8 PM on.
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Architects:
Georg Scheel Wetzel Architekten

Architects: Eberhard Wimmer,
Prof. Gustav Gsaenger,
Prof. Rudolf Wilhelm Gottgetreu

Architect:
Albert Schmidt (1841-1913)

Walkway

12. NS-Dokumentationszentrum
Max-Mannheimer-Platz 1
80333 Munich
U2 Königsplatz
Bus 100 Königsplatz
Tram 27, 28 Karolinenplatz
DESCRIPTION: The Munich Documentation Centre for the History of National Socialism (NS-Dokumentationszentrum) deals with the city’s National Socialist past and the
consequences of dictatorship. The distinctive new building on Königsplatz comprises a
permanent exhibition, a learning center with digital media and research offers, changing special exhibitions and a diverse program of education and events.
PROGRAM: For the Long Night of Architecture, all areas of the building are open to
visitors.
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Architects:
I. Gunetzrhainer, L. Klenze, F.
Holzhammer, HSA A., CSMM

Walkway

13. Palais an der Oper
Maximilianstraße 2
80539 Munich

15. Rathausgalerie
Marienplatz 8
Entrance from Marienhof / Landschaftstr.
80331 Munich

Partly

U3, U6 Marienplatz
Marienplatz
Bus 132 Marienplatz

Tram 19 Nationaltheater
© Leoni Baumeister

Architects: Gert Goergens
from Goergens Miklautz Partner

DESCRIPTION: Situated on the city’s most beautiful square near the Nationaltheater
and Residenz is the Palais an der Oper. Constructed in 1747 and redesigned by Leo von
Klenze, Franz Holzhammer et al., this historic building was converted until 2012 with
management and planning by Hilmer & Sattler and Albrecht Architekten. CSMM supported the owner in marketing the 32,000 m2, created the marketing lounge and took on
the task of designing for a picture-perfect group of exclusive offices.
PROGRAM: This unique combination of historic structure and prestigious, newly
built areas is presented by Clarus Management and CSMM on each full hour on guided
tours for which booking is required: registration at the Concierge on weekdays from
16–20 pm.
14. Presseclub Munich e.V.
Marienplatz 22/IV
Entrance from Rindermarkt
80331 Munich

DESCRIPTION: The architectural and urban planning diversity of Munich is at the center of this year‘s Department of Urban Planning and Building Regulation exhibition,
„Zukunft findet statt“ („Future is taking place“). How can structural quality be achieved
and preserved while facing the struggle for affordable housing, scarce space, too much
traffic, large-scale infrastructure projects that are all associated with a changing city?
The exhibition, shown in the Rathausgalerie at Marienplatz, is dedicated to these and
more questions referring to Munich´s urban growth and is accompanied by a wide program of events. PROGRAM: Guided tours at 20:00, 21:30 and according to demand.
The exhibition is open until 23:00. Admission and tours are free of charge. Entrance:
Marienhof, Landschaftstrasse. More information at www.muenchen.de/plan
16. Schotten & Hansen
Showroom – Ludwigspalais
Ludwigstraße 8 RGB
Innenhof Ludwig Palais
80539 Munich

U3, U6 Marienplatz
Marienplatz

U3-U6 Odeonsplatz
Bus 100 Von-der-Tann-Straße

DESCRIPTION: Bombing at the end of World War II completely destroyed the entire
south side of Marienplatz opposite the town hall. The existing four plots were restored
in the late 1950s as evidence of the reconstruction architecture and are largely preserved except for the house Marienplatz 22. The Marienplatz 22 has been extensively rebuilt in the past 60 years, at the latest in 1994 within the until recently existing version
of a postmodern transformation. Today, the south side of Marienplatz presents itself as
a harmonious, quiet Vis-à-Vis opposite the magnificent neo-Gothic town hall.
PROGRAM: Lecture on the building‘s history by architect Gert Goergens. Experience the
newly designed PresseClub Munich in a spectacular location high above Marienplatz.
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DESCRIPTION: Intermediaries between nature and architecture Schotten & Hansen’s
headquarters are located in Peiting, Upper Bavaria. We develop and manufacture work
in timber for every conceivable interior application, available in an enormous range
of colours. Our portfolio includes surface-finished solutions for all kinds of interiors,
handcrafted wooden flooring, care products and services. Traditional crafts-manship
is combined with modern technology to create products for healthy living, exactly
tailored to the customers‘ wishes. The special finishing we apply to all our products will
last for generations.
PROGRAM: Secluded in the inner courtyard of the neoclassical Ludwigspalais, the
Bavarian manufacturer Schotten & Hansen presents its creations.
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17. Siemens Headquarters
Werner-von-Siemens-Straße 1
80333 Munich
U3-U6 Odeonsplatz
Bus 100, 153, N40, N41, N45
Odeonsplatz /
150 Oskar-von-Miller-Ring
DESCRIPTION: After a six-year project period, including three years of construction
work, the new Siemens headquarters building in Munich opened its doors on June 24,
2016. With about 45,000 square meters of aboveground floor space, the company has
created a modern, inspiring work environment for about 1,200 employees. Environmental friendliness and energy efficiency play a key role here: the new building meets the
world‘s highest sustainability standards. The historic Ludwig Ferdinand Palais and its
adjacent building were renovated and seamlessly integrated into the new cutting-edge
headquarters. The new Siemens passageway creates a pedestrian corridor enabling
visitors to stroll between the historic center and its museum district. PROGRAM: The
atrium of the building is open to visitors.

19. Vitsœ
Türkenstraße 36
80799 Munich
U3, U6 Universität
Bus 68, 100, 153, 154 Maxvorstadt
Sammlung Brandhorst
Tram 27, 28 Pinakotheken
DESCRIPTION: Since 1959 Vitsœ has made furniture that allows its customers to
live better with less that lasts longer. Vitsœ is renowned for its single-minded commitment to responsible design as well as its continuous production of Dieter Rams’s
original furniture. Building concept and design by Vitsœ and Martin Francis. Delivery by
Waugh Thistleton Architects. PROGRAM: Vitsœ’s shop will be open until midnight to
present a dramatic display of materials, drawings and photography to illustrate the
commonsense thinking engrained within its new headquarters and production building.
Vitsœ building may be easily modified as the structure, walls and roof are made of wood
– a naturally adaptable material. Vitsœ has used northern European beech in its furniture since the company was founded in 1959. Now it is used for its building.

Subscribe to our WhatsApp channel for short-term changes on the event day.
For more information, please visit whatsapp.lnda.de/en or
www.facebook.com/LangeNachtderArchitektur

18. Staatliches Museum
Ägyptischer Kunst
Gabelsbergerstraße 35
80333 Munich
Architect:
Peter Böhm

Architects: Vitsœ + Martin
Architekt:
Francis, Waugh Thistleton
MarkusArchitects
Stenger

Architects:
Henning Larsen Architects

Walkway

U2 Königsplatz
Bus 100 Pinakotheken
Tram 27 Pinakotheken
DESCRIPTION: The Egyptian Museum enjoys worldwide renown as the only museum
dedicated entirely to Egyptian art, in particular the sculpture of Ancient Egypt. The
architect, Peter Böhm, developed the spatial concept for his design in line with the
museum‘s specifications: an underground museum arranged around a central open
courtyard. Accessibility is a priority at the Egyptian Museum, both as regards the building itself and the understanding of the content.
PROGRAM: Short lectures presenting Ancient Egyptian architects and the exemplary
(and multiple award-winning) universal design of the museum; in the exhibition rooms
Ancient-Egyptian-style “shabtis” stand ready and waiting to answer visitors’ questions.
A bistro is available for snacks and drinks.
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Receive all the news about the Long Night of Architecture 2019
even faster and more directly on your smartphone.
- Free of charge
- Terminable on demand
- Exclusive information one week before and during the event, about:
- overcrowding in the buildings
- waiting times in front of buildings
- the current traffic situation/jams
- The WhatsApp group is deleted straight after the event
- No advertising, just event-related information

Register now for free!
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Overview
Bus Routes

ROUTE 1 RED

Odeonsplatz, Steelcase, Smartvillage, ADAC Zentrale,
New Apostolic Church Laim, Odeonsplatz

ROUTE 2 BLUE

ROUTE 7

Odeonsplatz, Vorhoelzer Forum, Student residence
Agnes-/Adelheidstraße, Ingo Maurer Showroom,
Akademie der Bildenden Künste, Vorhoelzer Forum,
Das OSKAR, Odeonsplatz

ROUTE 3 OLIVE

Odeonsplatz, Monacensia im Hildebrandhaus, pro aurum,
Ambright, MMG Photovoltaik Dach, Brainlab am Tower
Riem, Ambright, pro aurum, Monacensia im Hildebrandhaus, Odeonsplatz

ROUTE 2
ROUTE 6

ROUTE 4 ORANGE

ROUTE 3

Odeonsplatz, Gasteig, Werk12, CSMM - architecture
matters, absolutely upside east®, Gasteig, Odeonsplatz

ROUTE 5 PURPLE

Odeonsplatz, Staatstheater am Gärtnerplatz,
Großmarkthallen Munich, GravityLab,
DynamicMarkets GmbH, KARE Kraftwerk,
DynamicMarkets GmbH, GravityLab, Großmarkthallen
Munich, Staatstheater am Gärtnerplatz, Das OSKAR,
Odeonsplatz

ROUTE 1

ROUTE 4

ROUTE 6 YELLOW / AD MAGAZIN

Odeonsplatz, SKYGARDEN Arnulfpark, NOVE by Citterio
Haus der Architektur, Church of the Sacred Heart, NOVE
by Citterio SKYGARDEN Arnulfpark, Das OSKAR,
Odeonsplatz

ROUTE 7 PETROL

ROUTE 5

Odeonsplatz, Olympic Park, Microsoft Deutschland GmbH
OSRAM, Showpalast Munich, OSRAM, Microsoft
Deutschland GmbH, Olympic Park, Odeonsplatz
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Overview
Routes

ROUTE 1 RED
01.
02.
03.
04.

Steelcase
Smartvillage
ADAC Zentrale
New Apostolic Church Laim

ROUTE 3 OLIVE
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Monacensia im Hildebrandhaus
pro aurum
Ambright
MMG Photovoltaik Roof
Brainlab am Tower Riem

ROUTE 4 ORANGE
15.
16.
17.
18.

CSMM - architecture matters
absolutely upside east®
Gasteig
Werk12

ROUTE 2 BLUE

05. Vorhoelzer Forum
06. Student residence
Agnes-/Adelheidstraße
07. Ingo Maurer Showroom
08. Akademie der Bildenden Künste
09. Das OSKAR

06 07
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01 09
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1. Steelcase Learning +
Innovation Center
Brienner Straße 42
80333 Munich

© jens weber, Munich

Architects:
Sauerbruch Hutton

Architects (Henn): Patrick
Jouin, James Ludwig, John Small

Route 1 Red

U2, U8 Königsplatz
Bus 58, 100 Königsplatz
Tram 20, 21, 22 und N20 Karlstraße

Architects: Haack + Höpfner
Architekten BDA

Architect:
Jutta Reidl DesignInterior

U4, U5 Schwanthalerhöhe
S7, S20 Heimeranplatz
Bus 153, 134, 53 Ridlerstraße
DESCRIPTION: Your Workshop, Coworking and Office Space in Munich! The
„smartvillage“ finds its new home in a 2-level pavilion since 03/2018. Within 6 weeks
on 1500 square meters, 8 innovative Workshop areas, as well as 35 Co-Work workplaces have developed. The cozy, integrated café - as well as the 300 sqm terrace also
invite you to work and relax. Different work and seating possibilities, flexible furniture - whiteboards to „make work visible“ enable guests to live their creativity, genuine
innovation or ingenious thoughts in an open and relaxed „New Work“ atmosphere. It is a
meeting place for agile working people who feel their own authenticity again.
PROGRAM: 30 min. Adventure tour of the New Work Campus „smartvillage“ in dialogue
with the founders and designers - every full hour.
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Partly

U4, U5 Heimeranplatz
S7, S20 Heimeranplatz
Bus 62 Hansastraße
Bus 130, 131 Heimeranplatz Süd
DESCRIPTION: Since its completion in 2011, the new ADAC head office in the west of
Munich has been a highlight in the city´s architectural landscape. Combining an impressive façade with an extravagant and elaborate layout, the building offers not only
fascinating insights and views but also plenty of space for new working environments.
PROGRAM: On 18 January 2019, this unusual building will be presented to interested
visitors in the foyer of the ADAC head office in Hansastrasse, starting at 19:00 pm.
During the Long Night of Architecture, they can even go all the way up to the 22nd floor
and enjoy a bird´s eye view of Munich by night.

DESCRIPTION: At the Learning + Innovation Center (LINC), Steelcase is harnessing its
many years of experience to create efficient space. A team of internal experts around
James Ludwig, Vice President Global Design, and John Small, Director Global EMEA,
worked together with renowned architecture practice Henn Architects and Patrick Jouin
from Paris based design duo Jouin Manku. The result was a redevelopment of three
buildings. “We designed a place where people can come together to build relationships,
learn, fail and grow together,” says Jim Keane, president and CEO of Steelcase, about
the LINC.
PROGRAM: Experience the future of work by participating in a tour (available at the top
of every hour) through the Steelcase LINC.
2. Smartvillage
Ganghoferstrasse 66b
80336 Munich

3. ADAC Zentrale
Hansastraße 19
80686 Munich

4. New Apostolic Church
Laim
Helmpertstr. 5
80687 Munich
U5 Laimer Platz
Laim
MetroBus 51 Fürstenrieder Straße
Tram 19 Fürstenrieder Straße
DESCRIPTION: A small public square with benches mediates between the church and
its surroundings. The cube-shaped volume of the church is separated from the public
space by a small pond in which stands a high cross. The façade, finished with lightcolored rendering, has “light perforations” in the upper part, which in combination with
the color and material concept, expresses the motto “journey into the light”. From the
foyer there is a view through large glass doors directly into the congregational hall of
the church. This simple, sacred space has an inviting, pleasant air with light oak fittings.
For larger events, this space can be combined in various configurations with the foyer
and beyond to the south. The church was designed as a zero-emissions building.
PROGRAM: Guided tour, organ playing.
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Route 2 Blue

Architects (Rebuilding):
Brinkmeier + Salz Architects

Architects: Sitzberger,
Hoyos Architects

5. Vorhoelzer Forum
Technical University Munich
5th floor, south terrace
Arcisstraße 21, 80333 Munich
U2 Königsplatz, Theresienstraße
Bus 100 Technische Universität
Tram 27, 28 Pinakotheken
DESCRIPTION: The Vorhoelzer Forum is the social heart and “piano nobile” of the
Faculty of Architecture at the Technical University of Munich (TUM).

PROGRAM: The café is open for all guests during the Long Night of Architecture.

U3, U6 Münchner Freiheit
Bus 53, 59 Kurfürstenplatz
Tram 12, 27, 28 Kurfürstenplatz

8. Akademie der Bildenden
Künste
Akademiestraße 2-4
80799 Munich

6. Student residence
Agnes-/Adelheidstraße
Agnesstraße 27
80798 Munich
U2 Josephsplatz
Bus 53, 144, N44 Hohenzollernplatz
Tram 12, 27, N27 Hohenzollernplatz

DESCRIPTION: In the student residence Agnes-/ Adelheidstraße there are two new
buildings to visit, which consist of the 1st construction phase, the International House
and the 2nd construction phase. This creates a synthesis of the existing open and spatially diverse development of the 50s and the block border development dominating
in Schwabing. The two new structures, together with the redeveloped buildings from
the 1950s, guide visitors with their positioning and dimensioning to the courtyard. By
using the first two floors as study rooms for German courses, the area inside the block
radiates a pulsating international life.
PROGRAM: For all those interested, we offer a community space in the residence for
a Meet and Greet.
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Architect:
Leo von Klenze

Architects:
Architects: GEIER MAASS ArPätzold
chitekten
+ Schmid
GmbH Architekten

Partly

DESCRIPTION: On 800 m2 of exhibition space in his showroom, lighting designer Ingo
Maurer presents a selection of the latest design ideas from lighting projects in Germany
and abroad and gives insights into his work with light. In recent years, for example, he
and his team designed lighting for the subway in Munich (at “Münchner Freiheit” station and for the mezzanine level at “Marienplatz” station) and did the exterior lighting
at Esch-Belval (Luxembourg). Also in his showroom are familiar ad new prototypes,
individual pieces and models from his lighting collection. The showroom is in the redesigned premises of a former commercial laundry in the inner courtyard of a city block
in Schwabing, in the north of Munich. Ingo Maurer had been using these premises since
1970 as a production space.

This rooftop story at Arcisstrasse 21 is a communicative space for the members of
the Faculty of Architecture and the people of Munich. Each year 240,000 students,
employees and guests of the TUM come up here to meet and enjoy the sun terrace with
a view over the city.

Copyright:
henning koepke fotografie

7. Ingo Maurer Showroom
Kaiserstraße 47 (back building)
80801 Munich

U6, U3 Universität

DESCRIPTION: Since 1770 the Academy beams in its position between two districts
Maxvorstadt and Schwabing. It radiated into both parts of the city and decisively
shaped their cultural life. Today the academy of fine arts Munich represents a free space
in the city, that cannot be found anywhere else in Bavaria, if not worldwide. Questions
about form, function and aesthetics are asked and answered in this predestined place
of ascent.
PROGRAM: Group-tours by students through the old and new building.
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Architect: Dipl. Ing. Rainer
Freitag, Dipl. Ing. Andreas Mantz

Route 2 Blue/
Route 3 Olive

Architect:
Richard Meier

9. Das OSKAR
Oskar-von-Miller-Ring 20
80333 Munich
U4, U5 Odeonsplatz
Bus 58, 100, 153, N40, N41, N45

10. Monacensia im
Hildebrandhaus
Maria-Theresia-Str. 23
81675 Munich

Entrance:
Siebertstraße 2

Tram 17 Holbeinstraße
Bus Museumslinie 100 Villa Stuck
DESCRIPTION: The Monacensia in the Hildebrandhaus is a regionally and internationally respected, lively place of literature. Since 1977 the traditional institution of the
Munich City Library has been housed in the former artist‘s villa of the sculptor Adolf
von Hildebrand (1847-1921).
Under one roof, the Hildebrandhaus unites the Literary Archive of the City of Munich
as well as one of the most important research libraries for all those who are interested
in the historical and cultural life of the city of Munich. As a literary memory of the city,
Monacensia cultivates the dialogue between past and present.
PROGRAM: Tours at 20:00, 21:00 and 22:00, duration 30 minutes, max 20 participants.
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U2 Messestadt West
Bus 139 Paul-Wassermann-Straße

DESCRIPTION: The idea was to create a building in the shape of a gold bar—quasi as
an instantly recognizable business card for the company. The shape is thus self-explanatory and it lends a strong identity. The “overground” dimensions have been precisely
chosen: 42 metres long, 23 metres wide and 8 metres high. The dimensions are derived
from the volume of gold mined around the world to date the large-scale gold-coloured
façade cladding has been made from recycled old coins and therefore provides another
nice analogy to the main work of our company. Gold stands for intrinsic value, and
concrete and basalt for solidarity and stability. All of which is fitting for an important
trading company.
PROGRAM: Guided tours of the building are offered to visitors.
Architect:
Mühlemeier + Scheller GmbH

Architects: Adolf von
Hildebrand, Architekturbüro
Lorenz Wallnöfer

DESCRIPTION: Built in 1998 according to a design by Richard Meier, the revitalization
by the real estate company Hines in Munich created a creative hub: the OSKAR. Amazon
Web Services, the coworking space provider Wework and Condé Nast Germany (VOGUE,
GLAMOR, GQ, AD, WIRED) find their office space here. At the LNoA, visitors will gain
an insight into Munich‘s vibrant architectural history and into the rooms developed
by Condé Nast together with tools off.architecture, where Germany‘s most influential
design and interior magazine is created: AD Architectural Digest.
PROGRAM: Guided tours with the AD editors by OSKAR, languages: German & English
Start hourly: from 7 pm to 11 pm, duration: approx. 45 min.
Meeting point: Oskar-von-Miller-Ring 20, max. 30 people / tour

11. pro aurum
Joseph-Wild-Straße 12
81829 Munich

12. Ambright GmbH
Graf-zu-Castell Straße 1
81829 Munich
U2 Messestadt West
Bus 190 Am Messesee

DESCRIPTION: We invite you on an exciting trip through our laboratories during which
you are literally accompanied by our interactive lighting. The latest semiconductor
technologies and their application in architecture are demonstrated by means of various examples from our engineers and lighting designers. For the first time, our “LED’s
create” technology allows light to be printed and thus enables creative people to realize
possibilities undetected up to now.
PROGRAM: Apart from short guided tours of the light installation “Liquid Lighting”
with the artists involved and the special exhibition “LED’s create”, talks are given hourly
on the subject of art in architecture, the physics of light and lighting technologies.
Opens at 6 pm.
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Architects: Bystrup,
Bregenhoj + Partners; Kaup,
Scholz, Jesse + Partner

Route 3 Olive

13. MMG Photovoltaik Roof
Messegelände
81823 Munich
U2 Messestadt West
Bus 139, 189, 190 Am Messesee

DESCRIPTION: Solar roof Munich Trade Fair Centre: Guided tours to one of the largest
rooftop PV plants. The 1 MW plant on the B-halls of the Trade Fair Centre is in operation
since 1997 and produced more than 20,000,000 kWh. The plant is scientifically supervised since the beginning, so that there is good knowledge of the long-term experiences
with pv plants of that size.

Architects: CLMAP,
Kadawittfeldarchitektur,
Markus Benesch Creates

PROGRAM: Guided tours to the visitors platform of the Solar Roof Munich Trade Fair
Centre. At the meeting point for the tours between halls B4 and B5 you can visit the
exhibition „Building-Integrated Solar Technology – Architecture and Solar Energy“.
Tours every 30 minutes, 6 p.m. to 9 p.m.

14. Brainlab am Tower Riem
Olof-Palme Straße 9
81829 Munich
U2 Messestadt West
Bus 139, 189, 190

DESCRIPTION: In January 2017, the new Brainlab headquarters opened its doors on
the site of the former Munich-Riem airport. The historic airport Tower is embraced by
the 25,000 m² Brainlab headquarters designed by pmp architekten, Munich, and kadawittfeldarchitektur, Aachen, whose facade concept won the first price in the realization competition. With its sweeping meandering structure and bright glass sign, the
five-story main building provides an elegant connection to the approx. 40-metre-high
Tower.
PROGRAM: Guided tours every half- and full hour with max. 25 people through
the cutting-edge new building and the historic tower. Only with pre-registration at
brainlab.com/LNDA19
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Architects: Raue, Rollenhagen,
Lindemann, Grossmann

Architects: CSMM GmbH,
Neuplanung: Steidle Architekten

Route 4 Orange

15. CSMM –
architecture matters
Atelierstraße 14, 81671 Munich
U5 Ostbahnhof
Ostbahnhof
Bus 59, 190, 191 St. Pius | 55, 62,
100, 145, 169, 190, 191, 213
Tram 19 Ostbahnhof

16. absolutely upside east®
Rosenheimer Straße 145 d
81671 Munich
U2 Karl-Preis-Platz
U5 Ostbahnhof
Ostbahnhof
Bus 55, 145, 155 Anzingerstraße
DESCRIPTION: upside east® - Munich’s spectacular location takes its top status
literally: situated on the two topmost floors of the Medienbrücke (“Media Bridge”) and
seemingly weightless at 45 meters high, it’s as unmistakable as it is exclusive - and the
architecture is honored with the red.dot Design Award as well as the Location Award in
the category of Design Location.
Upside east® consists of two different levels which together offer every possibility imaginable: up to 750 m2 of variably configurable event area is available, as flexible as you
like. The highlight of this highrise is the projecting roof terrace of level 10: a spacious
150 m2 close to the sun.
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Rosenheimer Platz
Tram 17 Am Gasteig;
15, 25 Rosenheimer Platz

DESCRIPTION: The Gasteig, Europe‘s largest culture centre is an impressive brick
building dominating the right-hand riverbank of the Isar. Built after the design of
Raue Rollenhagen Lindemann Grossmann the Gasteig was opened in 1984/85. The
centre has five halls of various sizes and hosts more than 1.800 events annually.
In the near future the Gasteig faces two major architectural challenges: The complete
restoration of the entire building and the planning of the new location in Munich-Sendling where the centre will take up quarters during the restoration.
PROGRAM: Presentations, guided tours and an exhibition will inform visitors about the
outcome of the international architectural tender „The new Gasteig“ and the plans for
the temporary location. More information under www.gasteig.de

Architects:
Architekturbüro MVRDV

Interiorachitects Kiessler + Partner
Architects: steidle architekten

DESCRIPTION: “Hub & Home“ is CSMM`s definition of the office future. When CSMM
designed its own space according to the motto “architecture matters“ the office planning experts took the opportunity to create a three-dimensional business card of 700
m². They developed and realised new approaches about how to work together effectively and harmoniously. The CSMM office combines good communication with flexible
structures and allows individual visual contact, because this is what promotes crossdepartmental working, an informal transfer of knowledge, creativity and innovation.
CSMM believe in the power of carefully designed spaces and want to combine this with
the aim that the employees feel comfortable. PROGRAM: Visit our lecture on new work
environments at 9 p.m and talk to us how you see the future of the office.

17. Gasteig
Rosenheimer Straße 5
81667 Munich

18. WERK12
Knödelplatz
81671 Munich
U5 Ostbahnhof
Ostbahnhof
Bus 146 Friedenstrasse
Tram 19 Ostbahnhof
DESCRIPTION: Inside a top-class wellness oasis, outside an ambassador of the new
spirit. WERK12, designed by the Dutch architecture office MVRDV, has a special visual
highlight: five metre-high illuminated letters have been integrated into the surrounding open façade, which surprise with an unusual message (AHH...OH....PUH...WOW...
HMPF...HIHI). In a competition held in cooperation with the Akademie der Künste
(Academy of Arts), old Comic panels were used to create a unique linguistic artwork
for the façade. PROGRAM: WERK 12 offers a small exhibition with information about
the building, building, next to a bar with lounge on the ground floor. In addition, there
is the opportunity to meet and greet the architects from MVRDV. The evening will be
accompanied by a DJ and live music.
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Architects: Kirschner & Partner,
N-V-O Nuyken v. Oefele Architekten

Architects: Historical: Franz
Michael Reiffenstuel / orchestra‘s
rehearsal hall: Atelier Achatz

Route 5 Purple

19. Staatstheater am
Gärtnerplatz
Gärtnerplatz 3
80469 Munich
U1, U2, U7 Fraunhoferstraße
Bus 52, Bus 62 Gärtnerplatztheater
Tram 18, N27 Fraunhoferstraße und
Tram 16, 17, N17 Reichenbachplatz

Architects: vonMeierMohr
Architekten PartG mbB

Architect:
Richard Schachner (1873 - 1936)

Partly

U3, U6 Implerstraße
Bus 132 Großmarkthalle

DESCRIPTION: In 1912 municipal building officer and architect Richard Schachner
built the Großmarkthalle, a wholesale market hall on 37,000 m² of space. It was built
of concrete and ferroconcrete, which enabled the construction of brand new types of
buildings. Before the First World War, this wholesale market was regarded as the most
modern building in Munich. Schachner, the founder of “building hygiene”, was also
responsible for other purpose-built facilities such as the hospital in Schwabing.
PROGRAM: Find out more about the wholesale market on a guided tour. Tours start at
the western gate on the hour. Register in advance at: marketing-mhm@muenchen.de
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Partly

U3 Obersendling
S7, S20 Mittersendling
Bus 53, N41 Schneemannstraße

DESCRIPTION: GravityLab opened in summer 2016. This innovative facility that’s
geared to the training of freestyle sports offers the perfect atmosphere for classical
outdoor activities regardless of weather conditions. The freestyle hall is fitted out with
the most innovative sports equipment available on the market, i.e. a trampoline section
incl. Super Tramp with airbag, a skating and biking section, professional gymnastics,
acrobatics and parkour infrastructure as well as a Big Air ramp. GravityLab combines a
varied range of indoor training with the fun of exercising. With this pioneering project,
a sports hall of the “new generation” is created.
PROGRAM: Selected athletes give insights into the training possibilities of the sports
hall.

DESCRIPTION: The Staatstheater am Gärtnerplatz was built in 1864/65 by Franz
Michael Reiffenstuel and opened on November 4, 1965 as „Actien Volkstheater” (share
holding). It characterizes the Gärtnerplatzquarter as a hallmark feature and face.
From 2012-2017 an all-encompassing renovation and modernization of the house took
place (Atelier Achatz Architekten), the highlight of the new building is the light-flooded
orchestra rehearsal hall on the rooftop.
PROGRAM: Guided tours through the orchestra rehearsal room, the modernized stage
area and the historical auditorium of the Gärtnerplatztheater.
Meeting point of the tour: Künstlereingang / Bühnenpforte (stage entrance), Klenzestraße 35; Groups of up to 20 participants each; Duration approx. 20 minutes
20. Großmarkthallen Munich
Schäftlarnstraße 10
81371 Munich

21. GravityLab
Flößergasse 4a
81369 Munich

22. DynamicMarkets GmbH
Steinerstraße 15, house C
81369 Munich
U3 Obersendling
S7, S20 Mittersendling
Bus 134 Flößergasse, 136 Tölzerstr.
DESCRIPTION: The old factory building in Steinerstraße 15, which now also houses
the Techpilot loft, was once part of Friedrich Deckel AG for mechanical engineering and
was built in 1933. The old industrial structure is characterized by its long narrow shape
with large windows on both sides, which allow a lot of light into the premises. When
moving to the loft office, Techpilot adopted the style of the factory windows in the
look of the newly built partitions. The interior design of the furniture and lighting was
taken over by the architectural office vonMeierMohr. The remodelling was completed
in November 2016.
PROGRAM: Open to visitors from 7 pm to 12 pm. The architects from vonMeierMohr
will personally guide you through the office.
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23. KARE Kraftwerk
Drygalski-Allee 25
81477 Munich

Architects: Bothe,
Richter, Teherani Architekten

Architect: Stenger2
Architekten (Markus Stenger)

Route 5 Purple/
Route 6 Yellow/
AD Magazin

Partly

U3 Forstenrieder Allee
Bus 63, 132, 151 Züricher Straße

Architects: Antonio
Citterio Patricia Viel & Partners

PROGRAM: Markus Stenger guides visitors on an inspiring tour. A DJ provides a musical
dimension with his “halls and walls of sound”. Tours at 19:30 and 20:00, max. 30 participants. Register at kraftwerk@kare.de, keyword: Long Night of Architecture.

Architect:
Richard Meier

U4, U5 Odeonsplatz
Bus 58, 100, 153, N40, N41, N45

DESCRIPTION: Built in 1998 according to a design by Richard Meier, the revitalization
by the real estate company Hines in Munich created a creative hub: the OSKAR. Amazon
Web Services, the coworking space provider Wework and Condé Nast Germany (VOGUE,
GLAMOR, GQ, AD, WIRED) found their office space here. At the LNoA, visitors will gain
an insight into Munich‘s vibrant architectural history and into the rooms developed
by Condé Nast together with tools off.architecture, where Germany‘s most influential
design and interior magazine is created: AD Architectural Digest.
PROGRAM: Guided tours with the AD editors by OSKAR, languages: German & English
Start hourly: from 7 pm to 11 pm, duration: approx. 45 min.
Meeting point: Oskar-von-Miller-Ring 20, max. 30 people / tour
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Hackerbrücke
Tram 16, 17 Hackerbrücke

DESCRIPTION: The Arnulfpark area is the first completed section of the redeveloped
railway land along the train tracks leading into western Munich. It is one of the most
exciting developments in the city, in particular for sustainable and forward-looking
architecture. Completed in 2011, SKYGARDEN is regarded as a technically innovative,
efficient and ecologically sophisticated building with several indoor gardens.
PROGRAM: The doors open at 19:00. Guided tours of the building start every 15 to 20
minutes. During the tours interesting details of the architectural concept and working
environment are explained by PwC employees, and visitors get to enjoy the fantastic
view from the SKYGARDEN. Did you know, engineers and architects are also working at
PwC besides consultants and auditors.

DESCRIPTION: KARE Kraftwerk, occupying a former thermal power station in Sendling,
is a place of imagination and experimentation. With its fascinating, rugged industrial
architecture from the 1960s the exhibition space in this building provides a backdrop for
an unconventional display of interior design. The archaic structures are worth seeing.
The idea, with courage and imagination to repurpose built materials and energy, has
resulted in something sustainable and entirely new.

24. Das OSKAR
Oskar-von-Miller-Ring 20
80333 Munich

5. SKYGARDEN Arnulfpark
Bernhard-Wicki-Str. 8
80636 Munich

26. NOVE by Citterio
Lilli-Palmer-Straße 2
80636 Munich
Donnersbergerbrücke
Bus 53, 63, 153 Donnersbergerbrücke
Tram 16, 17, N17
Donnersbergerstraße
DESCRIPTION: Fascinating architecture and extraordinary interior design go hand in
hand with star architect and designer Antonio Citterio. You can experience this in NOVE
by Citterio, the first building in Munich by his office ACPV. The building is setting new
standards with its elegant facade, its spacious lobby and modern office spaces.
The office specialists at CSMM have implemented the room and furniture concept to
design a creative 4,000 m² working environment for Reply AG. The spatial concept as
well as the choice of colour and material promote co-creation.
PROGRAM: A tour of the building and the office space rented by Reply AG give you an
exciting impression of NOVE by Citterio. The bar on the ground floor is open, providing
culinary accompaniment to the live music in the lobby.
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27. Haus der Architektur
Waisenhausstraße 4
80637 Munich

29. Das OSKAR
Oskar-von-Miller-Ring 20
80333 Munich

U1, U7 Rotkreuzplatz
Bus 53, 62, 63, N43, N44
Tram 12 Renatastr. / Neuhausen

U4, U5 Odeonsplatz
Bus 58, 100, 153, N40, N41, N45

Architect:
Richard Meier

Architects:
Manfred Drescher, Dieter Kubina

Route 6 Yellow/
AD Magazin

© Simone Rosenberg

Architects: Allmann Sattler
Wappner Architekten

DESCRIPTION: Architecture, the “mother of all arts” (Vitruvius), plays a very important
role in our society. In the “House of Architecture”, the Bavarian Chamber of Architects
informs the public about the services and competences of their members through exhibitions, events, publications and much more. The Chamber supports and promotes
barrier-free, sustainable building, the preservation of historical monuments, the holding
of architectural competitions and education about architecture in schools. It contributes to raising public awareness about the built environment and promoting a responsible approach. The House of Architecture is a public presentation space for the members
of the Chamber and on the Long Night of Architecture visitors will be able to gather
insights and information here. PROGRAM: Guided tours on the hour, between 19:00
and 22:00. Duration: 30 minutes each, max. 50 people.

DESCRIPTION: Built in 1998 according to a design by Richard Meier, the revitalization
by the real estate company Hines in Munich created a creative hub: the OSKAR. Amazon
Web Services, the coworking space provider Wework and Condé Nast Germany (VOGUE,
GLAMOR, GQ, AD, WIRED) found their office space here. At the LNoA, visitors will gain
an insight into Munich‘s vibrant architectural history and into the rooms developed
by Condé Nast together with tools off.architecture, where Germany‘s most influential
design and interior magazine is created: AD Architectural Digest.
PROGRAM: Guided tours with the AD editors by OSKAR, languages: German & English
Start hourly: from 7 pm to 11 pm, duration: approx. 45 min.
Meeting point: Oskar-von-Miller-Ring 20, max. 30 people / tour

Subscribe to our WhatsApp channel for short-term changes on the event day.
For more information, please visit whatsapp.lnda.de/en or
www.facebook.com/LangeNachtderArchitektur

28. Church of the Sacred
Heart
Lachnerstraße 8
80639 Munich
U1 Redkreuzplatz
Bus 144 Neuhausen
Tram 12 Neuhausen
DESCRIPTION: Herz Jesu Kirche (Church of the Sacred Heart) in Munich is a contemporary church that was built to mark the turn of the millennium. Over the past 15-plus
years, this church has become one of the city’s landmarks and a globally recognized
icon of ecclesiastical architecture. The church presents itself as a box inside a box–
the interior box clad in vertical maple louvers and the exterior box encased in glass.
Herz Jesu Kirche is the architectural rendering of transcendence: the space facilitates
experiences that transcend sensory perception. The use of lighting is a key factor. Two
massive glass doors in intense blue frame build the church‘s entrance portal and can
be fully opened. PROGRAM: Experience the walk of faith and life through the Church
of the Sacred Heart.
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Receive all the news about the Long Night of Architecture 2019
even faster and more directly on your smartphone.
- Free of charge
- Terminable on demand
- Exclusive information one week before and during the event, about:
- overcrowding in the buildings
- waiting times in front of buildings
- the current traffic situation/jams
- The WhatsApp group is deleted straight after the event
- No advertising, just event-related information

Register now for free!
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30. Olympic Park +
Olympic Tower
Spiridon-Louis-Ring 21
80809 Munich

32. OSRAM
Marcel-Breuer-Straße 6
80807 Munich

Partly

Architects:
Murphy/Jahn Inc.

Architekt:
Architects: Behnisch & Partner;
Markus
Stenger
Zeltdach:
Frei Otto

Route 7 Petrol

U3 Olympiazentrum
Bus 173 Olympiazentrum
Tram 27 Petuelring
© Olympiapark Munich

DESCRIPTION: Situated directly on the A9 and easily accessible, the Lighthouse—head
office of the Osram lighting group—consists of the two building complexes Skyline
Tower (approx. 85 m high, 22 storeys) and Bailey Palace (approx. 27 m high, six upper
storeys, two basement floors), which belong to the property complex “THE m. pire”.
Completion: autumn 2010. Total gross area: 28,330 m².
PROGRAM: From 7 pm, there will be a total of 5 1-hour slots to visit the Sky Lounge.
Beginning will be at every full hour. For security reasons, a maximum of 180 visitors are
permitted at the same time. From 6.45 pm to 11.15 pm, you can take part at a guided
tour through our OSRAM World of Light every 30 minutes. The group size per guided
tour is limited to 20 people.
Architects:
GRAFT Architektenbüro Berlin

Architects:
Hinnenthal-Schaar

DESCRIPTION: The Olympic Park is a unique and very diverse location which is livelier
than any other Olympic venue worldwide. The roof frame is covered with 75,000 m2
of mostly square acrylic glass panels, the curving contours echoing the skyline of the
nearby Alps just one hour´s drive away. Even today, 40 years on, this bold structure looks
as modern as it did on day one.
PROGRAM: 19:00 Architec-Tour, the meeting point is the Visitor Service
Pavilion; film “Frei Otto and the Munich Olympic Stadium” (Registration under
besucherservice@olympiapark.de) (4 € p. person)

31. Microsoft Deutschland
GmbH
Walter-Gropius-Straße 5
80807 Munich
U6 Alte Heide, U6 Nordfriedhof
Bus 50 Zaunweg
Tram 23 Anni-Albers-Straße
DESCRIPTION: 26,000 square meters, seven storeys, eleven roof terraces — a smart
workspace. In Munich, Microsoft has realized the vision of a new working environment driven by the factors technology, space and human. Look behind the scenes of
the world’s leading software group and visit an office that’s characterized by modern
technology, maximum flexibility and openness—but without regular desks for the staff.
PROGRAM: Whether it’s a tea or coffee in our Primo Bar, an exclusive look at the digital
chandeliers in the atrium or guided tours of Microsoft’s headquarters in Germany:
members of staff show how one of Europe’s most modern office buildings works and
how a networked working environment becomes reality.
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U6 Alte Heide
(Staircase Domagkstraße)

33. Showpalast Munich
Hans-Jensen-Weg 3
80939 Munich
U6 Fröttmaning

DESCRIPTION: State-of-the-art stage technology meets nature-inspired design:
Designed by the renowned Berlin architectural firm GRAFT, visionary architecture is
combined with modern elements, natural materials and organic forms. Eyecatcher is the
extraordinary wooden grid shell that recalls the dynamics and power of free-riding horses. At the same time, the Theaterhouse creates an immediate meeting place that brings
the magic of horses to life. With the ensemble show EQUILA, CAVALLUNA presents a
new milestone in its unique success story in the specially built SHOWPALAST MUNICH.
PROGRAM: Guided tours take place every half and every full hour between 19:30 and
23:00, duration approx. 10 minutes. Meeting point Foyer of the SHOWPALAST MUNICH.
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Connecting Global Competence

Messe München GmbH and BAU 2019 would like to thank
all the cooperation partners and sponsors involved in this
initiative, and thank them warmly for their valuable support.
Trustees:
- Landeshauptstadt München
- Bayerische Architektenkammer
- Bund Deutscher Innenarchitekten (Bayern)
- Bayerisches Staatsministerium für Wohnen, Bau und Verkehr
- Bayerische Ingenieurekammer-Bau
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